Convergent Evolution Between Insect and Mammalian Audition
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In mammals, hearing is dependent on three canonical processing stages: (i) an eardrum collecting sound, (ii) a middle ear impedance converter, and (iii) a cochlear frequency analyzer. Here, we show that some insects, such as rainforest katydids, possess equivalent biophysical mechanisms for auditory processing. Although katydid ears are among the smallest in all organisms, these ears perform the crucial stage of air-to-liquid impedance conversion and signal amplification, with the use of a distinct tympanal lever system. Further along the chain of hearing, spectral sound analysis is achieved through dispersive wave propagation across a fluid substrate, as in the mammalian cochlea. Thus, two phylogenetically remote organisms, katydids and mammals, have evolved a series of convergent solutions to common biophysical problems, despite their reliance on very different morphological substrates.

Many animals have evolved auditory organs with highly sensitive micro- and nanoscale mechanisms that are able to detect vanishingly weak acoustic energy (1) and perform frequency analysis (2). In mammals, the chain of auditory biophysical events starts with the transformation of airborne acoustic energy into the mechanical vibrations of an eardrum. The lever action of delicate middle ear bones passes these eardrum vibrations to the oval window (Fig. 1), generating force gain via surface area ratio. This is the critically important step of impedance conversion that enables the efficient transfer of acoustic energy from airborne vibrations to the liquid-immerged mechanosensory hair cells in the cochlea (2). A second salient feature of many auditory systems is their capacity to analyze the frequency content of incoming sound waves. This process makes use of the mechanical anisotropy of the fluid-filled basilar membrane to spatially decompose the acoustic signal into its frequency components, a biological form of the Fourier transform (3). Cochlear hair cells receive mechanical inputs at specific frequencies, depending on their position along the stiffness gradient of the basilar membrane (4, 5). This “piano keyboard” mapping, or tonotopic organization, is the canonical mechanism for frequency selectivity in mammals (5).

Impedance conversion is crucial to hearing in terrestrial mammals, yet it is unknown in insects. Here, we identify and characterize auditory mechanisms in an insect that are markedly convergent with those of mammalian ears. We studied the South American rainforest katydid Copiphora gorgonensis (Orthoptera: Tettigoniidae: Copiphorini) and show that impedance transformation arises from unconventional tympanic mechanics, relying on a lever and fulcrum system and a favorable surface-area ratio to amplify and drive vibrations into the auditory sensory organ (Fig. 1). Next, we show that frequency analysis is enabled by the action of a newly identified organ, a fluid-filled vesicle, joining with the mechanosensory organ to support dispersive wave propagation and tonotopy. Our results reveal a notable case of convergence, whereby organisms with the most remote phylogenetic histories (such as mammals and katydids), have evolved to hear in a markedly analogous way.

As in all katydids, the ears of C. gorgonensis are located on the prothoracic tibia; the male calling song is a 23-kHz tone, with some frequency modulation (FM) (Fig. 2A) (6). Spanning only 600 μm, these ears are among the smallest known in all animals (7). X-ray microcomputer tomography (μCT; 2.8-μm voxel resolution) of fresh specimens reveals external and internal auditory anatomy. Each ear presents a pair of tympanic membranes (TMs) backed by an air-filled tracheal pipe connecting through the leg to the first spiracle on each side of the body (Fig. 2C and fig. S1) (8, 9). The mechanosensory organ, the crista acustica (CA), lies on the dorsal wall of the anterior tracheal branch (10, 11) and contains 28 mechanoreceptor units (Fig. 2D and fig. S1). In contrast to other auditory insects, such as locusts, flies, and moths (7, 12), katydid mechanoreceptors are not in direct contact with the TMs. In previous studies, the general morphological organization of the CA was found to be reminiscent of an uncoiled tapering basilar membrane (Fig. 2C) (10, 11, 13).

Here, we identify an organ in the katydid’s ear: the acoustic vesicle (AV). The AV is derived from the hemolymphatic system, yet it is distinctly different. The AV is elongated and tapering, just like an uncoiled mammalian cochlea (Fig. 2, C and E). Preliminary apolar extraction (14) reveals that the AV contains a lipidic fluid, which is incompressible and would be suitable for high-velocity sound propagation. We have also shown that the AV is a functionally important organ in other katydid species (movie S1). The AV is located underneath the dorsal exocuticle of the tibia, adjacent to CA and between both TMs (Fig. 2, C and D), and connects with the hemolymph channel by a narrow constriction (Fig. 2, C to E). Notably, the AV is absent from both meso- and metathoracic legs, where no ears are found (Fig. S2). Previous studies did not distinguish the AV from the conventional hemolymphatic supply (10, 13).

We used laser Doppler vibrometry (LDV) to examine the vibrational behavior of the proximal tibia (Fig. 2E) and to establish the functional importance of morphological components linking the TM to the CA (14). First, we measured tympanic mechanics in response to controlled sound detection.

**Fig. 1.** Convergent auditory mechanisms between mammals and katydids. The three processing stages: (i) sound capture by the TM, (ii) impedance conversion in the middle ear, and (iii) frequency analysis in a fluid-filled dispersive medium. HC, hemolymph channel.
Fig. 2. Ears and song of C. gorgonensis. (A) The male calling song shown in time (oscillograms) and frequency domains. Blue data show the Hilbert transform of one song pulse (denoted by the dashed rectangle), revealing substantial frequency modulation (23.5 to 18.2 kHz). (B) X-ray µCT reconstruction of female proximal tibia and external auditory morphology (see fig. S1, for male, and movie S1). The red dashed line denotes the axis of the cross section shown in (E). (C) µCT reconstruction of internal organization showing the acoustic trachea (dark blue), PTM (light blue), TP (light green), fluid-filled AV (yellow), and HC (dark green). (D) Digital removal of the AV allows visualization of the mechanosensory organ, the CA with 28 scolopidia, and the size-gradient from distal high-frequency to proximal low-frequency receptors (HFR and LFR, respectively). (E) Internal auditory anatomy shown in a cross-sectional view: ATM and PTM, air-filled tracheal branches (blue), and the AV. The CA is wedged between the AV and the dorsal wall of the anterior tracheal branch. Red dotted lines indicate the location of LDV measurements.

Fig. 3. Impedance conversion by tympanal mechanics. (A) Layout of the external ear as monitored by LDV. The blue dashed outline delineates the ATM; the orange dashed outline shows the associated ATM plate (ATP). The blue lattice illustrates the density of LDV measurements of ATM and ATP vibrations. (B to E) Average velocity spectra from one animal. (B) ATM (±1 SD, n = 1500 scan points); (C) ATM plate (±1 SD, n = 330 points); (D) PTM; (E) PTM plate (PTP). (F) Deflection maps of mechanical responses of ATM and ATP to the 23-kHz tone. Red and green indicate outward and inward deflections, respectively, shown every 45° through one oscillation cycle. (G) Deflection envelope of ATM and ATP [across the yellow dashed line in (A)], shown every 10° along the oscillation cycle. ATM and ATP oscillations are exactly out of phase with each other. (H) Model of impedance converter, using schematic cross section (Fig. 2E) and lever type 1 analogy.
analytical acoustic stimuli (Fig. 3A). All ear inputs (tympana and spiracles) were exposed to equal sound pressures, using either broadband sounds (5 to 50 kHz) or four-cycle tones at various frequencies, including the 23-kHz calling song (14).

The auditory frequency range of both TMs exhibits a broad mechanical tuning between 15 and 40 kHz, with a series of maxima in mechanical sensitivity ranging from 20 to 30 kHz (for instance, at 15, 25, 30, and 40 kHz; \( n = 21 \) animals) (Fig. 3, B and D, and fig. S3).

Both anterior and posterior tympana undergo identical modes of vibration with maximum deflection magnitudes in ventral regions (Fig. 3F), as previously reported in other katydid species (8, 15). From ventral to dorsal side, the TM (Fig. 3A, blue dashed outline) vibrates with steadily decreasing amplitude (Fig. 3F). Extending LDV analysis past the dorsal edge of the TM reveals the vibrations of a cuticular patch, the tympanal plate (TP) (Fig. 3A, orange dashed outline), which makes tight contact with the distal end of the AV. TM and TP vibrations are spectrally similar (Fig. 3, B and E, and fig. S3), indicating that frequency decomposition does not take place at this early stage in the chain of hearing.

Importantly, TM and TP vibrations are 180° out of phase, as illustrated by deflection maps and profiles (Fig. 3G and movie S2). Together, deflection patterns and phase response show that the TM and TP rock around a stationary fulcrum and show rigid connection (Fig. 3G). This rocking behavior is observed for four-cycle tones at any frequency (5 to 50 kHz) and broadband sweeps (fig. S3).

This morphology and mechanical response reveals that the TM-TP system (14) acts as an impedance converter analogous to the middle ear ossicles described in terrestrial tetrapods (16, 17).

The large deflections of the airborne TM are transformed into smaller deflections of the fluid-bound TP. Thus, this lever system converts a large displacement generated by a small force over a large surface area (sound pressure) (TM) into a small displacement imparting a larger force over a smaller surface area (TP), which is then coupled to AV.

From the linear proportions between the TM and TP, the lever ratio is \( \sim 10:1 \) (Fig. 3, G and H). In addition, the ratio between the TM and TP surface areas is 12.94 (±1.12, \( n = 21 \) animals). The TM-TP system thus operates like a type 1 lever, with at least a 1:10 conversion between effort and load (Fig. 3H). Although TM and TP surface areas are significantly larger in females than in males, male and female TM:TP ratios do not differ (table S1). Amplifying the force imparted by the TMs to the AV and CA, this lever ratio is similar to that reported for the coupling of the tympanal membrane to the cochlea via the middle ear ossicles in mammals (range: 12.5 to 21.1) (16, 18).

The dorsal cuticle covering the AV between the anterior and posterior tympanal membranes (ATM and PTM, respectively) (Fig. 2E) exhibits a mechanical sensitivity to sound (ratio between response velocity and sound pressure level; millimeters per second per pascal) as high as that observed for the TM and TP (Fig. 4A). Mechanically, this response is representative of AV...
vibrations, as established by other experiments (figs. S4 to S6) (14).

The spatial organization of the frequency response along the dorsal cuticle is in stark contrast with that of the TM and TP. Low frequencies dominate at the proximal end (P1 in Fig. 4A), whereas high frequencies prevail distally (P7 in Fig. 4A; see also fig. S5). This is a hallmark of tonotopy. This organization conforms to the tonotopic sensitivities of CA mechanoreceptors (Fig. 2D) (11). Intermediate locations (P2 to P6) exhibit a gradual increase in frequency response.

The definitive characteristics of mammalian cochlear-frequency analyzers are the essential unidirectional traveling waves, discovered by Georg von Békésy (3). These features are paralleled at the microscale in katydids by the mechanical deflections observed along the dorsal cuticle (Fig. 4A, yellow line). Traveling waves are initiated distally and travel toward proximal locations of the AV, as recorded through the dorsal cuticle (Fig. 4B and movie S3). A 23-kHz four-cycle tone elicits four oscillations that all reach an identical physical destination, located 200 μm along the transect around location P3-P4 (Fig. 4, A and B). The first cycle elicits a sinusoidal response first located at ~100 μm (Fig. 4B, black arrow), which then moves toward the 200-μm mark (Fig. 4B, white arrow) within 22 μs (half-period at 23 kHz). The oscillation reaches its maximum displacement velocity (red and blue peaks in Fig. 4B) at this position (200 μs). The oscillation reaches its maximal magnitude at different locations (Fig. 4D). The dispersive nature of AV waves is best illustrated by the presence of phase accumulation, as waves travel across the dorsal cuticle. High-frequency waves (40 to 50 kHz) incur some 260° phase lag within a 200-μm travel length, whereas low-frequency waves (10 kHz), traveling 400 μm, accumulate up to 300° (Fig. 4C). The velocity of wave propagation varies with frequency from 4 ms⁻¹ (10 kHz) to 8 ms⁻² (50 kHz), exhibiting a pattern similar to those reported for mammals and other insects (13, 19).

Deflection shape analysis conducted in the spectral domain (5- to 50-kHz sweeps) confirms the unambiguous presence of traveling waves (fig. S6) (14). The data imply that AV provides the anisotropic medium enabling dispersive wave propagation and tonotopic delivery to the auditory receptors. Further experiments establish that both an intact AV and its fluid are required for frequency decomposition as well as for generation of traveling waves (fig. S7). In contrast to observations from the phaneropterine katydid Mecopoda elongata (13), removal of the dorsal cuticle in C. gorgonensis markedly alters AV integrity and eliminates traveling waves and dispersive propagation (14).

Altogether, the data show that the impedance conversion, dispersive wave propagation, and tonotopic representation are biophysically analogous to the same qualities of the mammalian cochlea. For C. gorgonensis, however, the entire process is embedded in morphology about one to two orders of magnitude smaller than that of mammals (centimeters and millimeters to micrometers).

Frequency representation along the AV covers 10 to 50 kHz (Fig. 4D), a range much larger than that of the natural song (FM: 23.5 to 18.2 kHz) (Fig. 2A) (6). Notably, only a short AV segment of ~40 μm represents the song’s FM (n = 21 animals) (Fig. 4D). For other frequencies, tonotopic mapping is spatially more dispersive (Fig. 4D and fig. S6), suggesting that C. gorgonensis can hear other sounds in addition to its own song, such as the ultrasonic sounds of predators (e.g., echolocating bats) (20).

As in mammals, impedance matching in katydids arises from the surface area ratio between the TM and TP and from the lever resulting from their coupled action (Fig. 1). Both cases are evolutionarily convergent; the result is the efficient transfer of vibrations to the fluid- or lipid-filled channel (the cochlea or the AV, respectively) where mechanosensory cells reside. Sophisticated hearing is possible at the microscale; katydid ears provide valuable inspiration for the construction of miniaturized smart acoustic sensors, contributing to the expanding panoply of insect-inspired technology.
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Reconstitution of female germ cell development in vitro is a key challenge in reproductive biology and medicine. We show here that female (XX) embryonic stem cells and induced pluripotent stem cells in mice are induced into primordial germ cell–like cells (PGCLCs), which, when aggregated with female gonadal somatic cells as reconstituted ovaries, undergo X-reactivation, imprint erasure, and cyst formation, and exhibit meiotic potential. Upon transplantation under mouse ovarian bursa, PGCLCs in the reconstituted ovaries mature into germinal vesicle-stage oocytes, which then contribute to fertile offspring after in vitro maturation and fertilization. Our culture system serves as a robust foundation for the investigation of key properties of female germ cells, including the acquisition of totipotency, and for the reconstitution of whole female germ cell development in vitro.

The germ cell lineage in mammals originates from pluripotent epiblasts as primordial germ cells (PGCs) and undergoes sexually dimorphic development, generating spermatogonia in males and oocytes in females. These cells fertilize to form zygotes with full developmental